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ABSTRACT
Concerning the use of a large four-englne Jet airplane, Boeing 367-80
(707 prototype) as an in-flight dynamic simulator for the simulation
of other large transport type airplanes operating in the subsonic region,
including the approach and landing phases of flight.
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Dur_ 1965, the A_ Dirlslon of Tam Boeing Coml_u_r undertook • prollrm,
ut_s the _oeins _7_o _mm_tLno(707prototTp,),vmoh _ provla,In-
flight d3mamtc simulation of large airplanes in their landing confi4nrattons.
The bulk of the w_rk was carried out under two separate _ contracts. The
first contraet, HAS 1-_0_, was for the stmalattcn of lar6e supersonic trans-
port-type airplanes and the flight test _ was conducted at the NA6A
Langley faeillty at langley AFB, Vir_ala.
A description of the stm_ation system as used for the IAu_ey _ can
be fou_ in Boe_ Doea_nt _-1_, "_7_0 _r_ne Var_le Stab_ity
Si_ti_ System (K%SA Langley _apersonla Transport 81_tlon Pro1_rs_)"
(Ref. A), and the results of the program are detailed in Boeing Document
I_-lO_, "Si_tion of Three Supersonic Transport Conflg_ratlons with the
Boeln_ 367-80 In-FliKht Dy_u_c Simulation Airplane" (lqe£. B).
The second contract, NA_ 2-_22_, was for the simalatio_ of a very larKe sub-
sonic transport-type airplane and the flight test york was perfor_ at the
NASA Aues ReNareh Center at Hoffett Field, California.
The objectives of this program wore:
a. To establish re_ulre_ents for _atisfactory roll control ¢karacteriotlcs
of large, heavy airplanes in the landing approach.
bo To e_tabliah re__ts for Ntlsfaetory and alni_ua acceptable lon_-
tudi_ dy_c st_illty and control ebaraeterlsties of large, heavy
airplanes in the landing approach.
The sub_e¢t document describes the stmalation systems as used for the NASA
Ames _ and includes descriptions of the technique, hardware, operational
procedures and the various configurations staalated.
_e results of the NASA Aaes Program are described in Boeing Document D6-15000
_,,,_#" (nu,s,,_ el.
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1.0 STJI4_IARY
i.i BACKGROUND
The Boeing 367-80 airplane (707 prototype) was successfully modified to per-
form as an in-flight dynamic simulator for the slo_lation of very large
transport airplanes in the approach and landing phases of flight.
Thirty five hours of flight time were completed while simulating a large
transport airplane, referred to as the Ames Large Transport (A.E.T.) and
various variations fro_this basic configuration.
When the test airplane was in the simulation mode, it was flown from the
right hand seat by the "Evaluation Pilot."
The airplane performance was continuously monitoredby the "Safety Pilot"
in the left hand seat, who could take cc_and at any time and revert to
the normal 367-80 control systems by disengaging the simulation.
The Safety pilot could also override the Evaluation Pilot's inputs with his
own controls without disengaging the system.
i. 2 CONFIGURATIONS _S_ED
The basic configuration simulated was based on control and stability
derivatives supplied by N_SA _=es that were typical of a very large £e_r-
e_ne, subsonic Jet traosport airplane. The basic derivatives of this
airplane, referred to as the Ames Large Traasport (A.LT.), are given in
Appendix A, Sheet A30.
T,, aaa4+4., o -,,-_._ _e v..4.e4nn, w_re .imulated which consisted of
modified lateral directional and longitudinal axis characteristics.
The parameters modified were:
a. XAteral-Direetional
M--_= Wheel A_e
Fmuc_mum Wheel Rate
Rolling Acceleration
Maximum Steady State Roll Rate
Roll Time Corns%ant
b. Longitudinal Axis
Short Period Frequency
Short Period Damping
Elevator to Col_ Gearing
Elevator Control Power
Change of Lift Coefficient Due to Elevator
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i. 3 AIRCRAFT MODIFICATIONS
The modifications necessary to convert the 367-80 to a variable stability
research airplane consisted of:
Conversicm of the airplane to fully powered control surfaces by the
addition of electro-hydraulic actuators. This gave the capability of
moving the control surfaces by either a mechanical input from the
Safety Pilot thrc_ the normal airplane control cable systems, or by
an electrical command Inl_at when in the simulation mode. In addition,
provision was made for modulating the positions of the spoiler panels
and the thrust reverser clamshell doors with electrical c_-_-.
The installation of a general purpose analog computer (Systron-Donner
SD/80) which provided electrical command signals to the airplane control
systems -elevators, ailerons, spoiler panels, rudder, and thrust
reversers - to modify the respcm_e characteristics of the basic -80
airplane to conform to those of the A.I.T. configuration being slmu-
la_.
The installation of a special set of Evaluation Pilot's controls for
the right hand seat position. These controls consisted of an instru-
mented column and wheel, a fake throttle lever and transducers on the
existing rudder pedals, and provided electrical signals proportional
to the Evaluation Pilot's control inputs. Electrical pitch and roll
trim controls were also added.
The installation of special sensors and wiring for the measur_nent of
such parameters as angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, pitch, roll and
yaw rates, roll angle and airspeed. A 17-foot streamlined boca was
ac_ed tO the nose of The aiA_lane _ .... +_. e,/_ _n_.._n.o',-. (See
rig.l.)
The installation of a rsck of special test equipment, referred to as
the interface, which provided:
a. Input and outl_rt connections to the computer.
b. Isolation and demodulation, where necessary, for the signals from
the various airplane sensors and proper scaling and biasing of the
incoming and outgoing signals.
c. Electronic control for the electro-hydraulic servo systems.
do Logic circuitry for the mode selection control allowing the simA-
latlon mode to be selected from either the cockpit or the interface
station. This function also included error detection and display
circuitry and provisions for automatic disengagement in the event
of a malfunction.
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The technique adopted for the simtlatic_ system was essentially an open
loop, lcw-_in ec_enuatto_ technique in vhich the response of the air-
plane to _ disturbance _s modified by modulating the airplane eo_trol
surface with electrical eonmnds from the analog computer. Figure 15
shows a very stlpllfled bloQM diagram of the system.
The o_nttudee of the electrical co.eds were obtained froo the preeal-
_alated differences between the reslxmse of the basic 367-80 airplane
and the respo_e of the si_Alated A.L.T. to the same dtsturbence. They
were based o_ the known stability and control derivatives of the 367-8C
and the predicted derivatives of the sin_lated A.L.T.
The nccuracy of the si_tlon depended priaarily upon the accuracy vith
which the control and stability derivatives of the basic 367-80 were
known. For this rea4on, the initial calculations for the 8ains used
in the analog computer vere followed up vith flight tests for the pur-
pose of "fine tuning" the simtlAtton system to compensate for any dls-
ere_cy between the published values of the airplane derivatives and
the true values under d_ie conditions.
This technique, unlike a high _in, closed loop feedback, or model fol-
lowing method, Is not self-correcting and consequentl_ has limitations
regarding gross weight, e.g. location, etc., changes of vhieh tend to
affect the validity of the si_ulatlon.
Despite these dravt_s, the technique adopted vle considered preferable
to the model following method because of the high probability of strue-
t_rai _ aK_es coupling _ m o,_,,A ..y.,,,.=.
I. 5 F_ AFFECTING THE ACCURACY OF THE 8II4/IATION
1.5.1 Llneerisation of the Equation! of Motion
Becsu_ the eomputatten syote_ was based on linearized equations of
motion for a rigid airfXw_, the validity of the simulation decreased
as the airplane departed from the established trim condition. For
this reason the following lialte were established to keep the siaula-
tion within the desired acc_:s_y:
Airspeed .... . .............. ± i0 knots from trim speed
Bank Angle .................. * 20 degrees
Sideslip Angle ............... . 2 I0 degrees
Load Factor .................. + .6 g's
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1.5.2 KnowLed F of the Baste _67-80 Characteristics
_ne accuracy with which the basic 367-80 airplane cou£d be simulated bad
a major effect on the overall simulation accuracy.
This factor became increasingly important if the airvlane being simulated
was radically different from the 367-80.
1.5.3 Aecuraeg of the Si_ks fraa Aircraft Sensors
The accuracy of the sfKnals iron the various aerodynsmlc sensors, i.e.,
angle-of-attack, sideslip ankle, roll, yaw and pitch rates, roll ankle and
airspeed, was important since these siKnals fed directly into the CCmlmter
to form the ccmands to the control surfaces.
g.5._ Response Characteristics of the Control Surfaces
A further factor affectinK the accuracy of the slnulation was the response
characteristics of the control surfaces. This included the frequency
response of the servo systels plus any non-llnearities in the llnkaKe,and
effects due to alrloads.
1.5.5 Variations In Oross Weijht and C.O. Location
Because the slJtulation was based on calculations assuming a 36%80 airplane
of fixed gross vetKbt and c .g. location any cban_e in these two factors, due
perbal_ to fuel distribution before fliKht and consmeption during flight,
caused a deterioration in the simulation.
1.5.6 Atmospheric Conditions
The above paragraphs refer to factors which were more or Less under the
control of the test engineer.
The 367.80 aerodynamic derivatives could be imuroved by memns of Increased
flight time and increased knowledKe of the basic -80 airplane characteristics
The sipals from the aircraft sensors could be fmuroved with careful cali-
bration and c_T_nsation.
The discrelxanctes caused by using linear equations of motion could be cal-
culated and limits set on the s£muLatfon to keep the accuracy within
reasonable bounds Similarly, the effects of change in Kross weight and
c .g location could be calculated and allowed for.
However, the one factor which was out of the control of the test en4_fneer
yam atmospheric turbulence. The major part of the problel with turbulence
wag caused by the production of erroneous angle-of-attack and sideslip
angle roadin_J due to local gusts at the 0_ vane. These sigDals were
immediately fed into the computer resulting in coumands to the control
surfaces which caused erroneous motions of the airplane. For thls reason
the fllght testing vas restricted to conditions of zero to light turbulence.
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2.0 IESCRIPTI(_ AID OI_RATIOR OF SIMULATI(_ SYST_
2.1 BASIC THEORY
The 367-80 in-flight variable stability system provides a five degree-of-
freedoi ni_tioa_ of large Jet aircraft operating at subsonic speeds.
The technique adopted (called response feedback) is to modulate the control
surfaces of the 367-80 aircraft in such a manner as to cause the aircraft
to behave in the Inner predicted for the particular confi_tration being
sin_lated.
The correct roll, yaw and pitch motions of the aircraft are produced by
modulating the lateral controls, rudder and elevator, respectively. The
correct lift and norlal acceleration characteristics are obtained by modu-
lating the ring-mounted spoiler panels, and the correct drag by modulating
the engine thrust revereers. There is no simulation of side force, but
studies have shown that the errors introduced by this omission are slal/
enough to be neglected.
The controls are moved by electrical conondo to the appropriate actuators
or servos. The cog_s are produced by a Systron-Donner SD/80 general
purpose analog computer which forms the heart of the simulation system.
A brief step-by-step description and e_mple of how these commands are
generated follows:
ae The calculations are all based on the linearized equations of motion
for a rigid airframe (see Appendix A), e.g., the pitch axis equation
is:
i
I
bo
Ce
The equations are used to _echanize a linearized silulation of the
367-80 alrplaae on the 8D/80 co_,ter; and u a basis for deriving
the equations giving the summatlon of forces along, and the Roments
about, the X, Y, and Z axes. The equation for the linear acceleration
experienced by the aircraft in the Z direction, for example, is:
Now, if the _7-_0 airplane is to 81malate the behavior of a large
transport airplane, then the linear and an_ular accelerations that it
experiences for any given ¢o_ditlons Bait be identical to those that
would be experienced _ _hlJ 8A,-'--_._... . .i.._-_ +_._......_ c_dltions.
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2.1. c l_.slC _ ,(conttau_)
The, the oquatloum derived in Step b. can be vritten dovn twice; once,
using the knovn stability and control derivatives of the 367-80 (desiKnated
by the suffix -80) and; secondly, twin K the predicted derivatives of the
A.L.T. confIKsarsttc_ beth4 simulated (desii_ted by the suffix A.L.T.).
Then, usinK the identities,
_-80 --" XA.L.T.
ee
_-80= _A.L.'T.
P-8o : Pd.L.T.
Q_IIO= Q4L'r
R-.o = RR.L.T.
V_8o : VR.I..T "
these expressions can be equated, e g , equattn s the pitch accelerations:
From the example Klven it can be Hen that these expressions contain •
mixture of' control derivative and 8tsbll/ty derivative retie. The &ero-
dyu_ttc vart&bLes tn the etabll/ty term (_,Q ,AV, etc., sboma outside
the blockers) KFo identical for both the -80 and the £ .L.T. sides of the
equation. The control wurt&bles (_£,_E etc., shorn inside the brackets)
are separate and distinct.
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m__xcTmO_ _Conttnuma)
These erpressions can nov be solv_l for the control variable a1_propriate
to the axis being considered. Thus, for the example 8/yen above, the
correct pitch acceleration is aaintained by modulatin4_ the 367-B0
elevator, so the equation can be rewritten as follows:
K(C,,,s_)_.,..r:_E. K(c,,,,-_r),_,.r.(-
K(C,,,,).,_T.-(c,,,J_,o.Ao_
+ KCr.,,,J,,.,_.-(c,,,.:.).,o._ ._Z(c,,_. R
+_.AV , _,kere_ K =
"l.,rv /-go
Thls equation expresses the 367-80 elevator dtspbacement (iron trim position)
as a function of siaulated A.L.T. elevator input, A.L.T. and -80 thrust
levels, -80 airbrake position, and nerodymmtc mrinbLes, such that the
_6_-80 air,piAno wILL behave in pitch Like the silulated A.L.T.
Sl:ttlAr ezpressions can be derived for the 367-B0 rudder, vheel, thrust
and nirbrake cowards.
For the full equations sad derivatleas, see Appea41x A.
ee The correct nmserie41 vales for the derivatives can nov be inserted
Into these expressions, resulting in s set of equations vhich, vhen
properl_ scaled, can be mehantzed on the SD/80 cca_uter usin6 only
empLiflers stud potenticleters. Yhe outputs of these awplifiers are
then used as elnd sills to the 367-80 control surfaces to produce
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C_IUI_R M_IZATIO! (See Appendix A for basic CCwl_ter d_gras)
Patc_s
One l_tchboLrd _as used for the basic Ases large transport confi_Lra-
tton and another b_rd, c_]._ed the "-80 Checkout Board" was used to
obtain Ln-fllght tnforsmtton on the 367-80 control and stability
derivatives.
The A.L.T. sisa_atic_ board contained the following sections:
367-,8o
This was a linearised sLx-de_ee-of-freedom representation of
the 367-80 airplane in the configuration that yes set up for
siza_ating the A.L.T.
A. L • T. Matrix
The A.L.T. Matrix was a net_rrk of amplifiers and potentiometers,
derived from the equations described in Section 2.1, which
generated the cons_ds to the 367-80 control surfaces, as a
rosult of control tnpRts from the Evaluation Pilot and aerodynamic
feedback from the airplane sensors.
Pulse Circuit
The pt_se circuit yes initiated with a to_e switch and produced
a pulse of the shape shown belo_:
I /.
_E'r_E_ .4. ioo v]
ov !
\
The pulse circuit was used as a standard forcfng function and
could be applied as an elevator, rudder or wheal co.and either
in the air or during ground chockout. A Sel_rate circuit
produced a step function which could be applied as a thrust
8_chro_isin_ Circuitl
21ae l_mchronizlng circuits vere ill similar and consisted
be_ieally of • chain of l_iplifiere W_Ole output vas integrated
and used as ne_tive feedl_ at the input of the chain.
were ello_ed to inteEr_te, the effect being to keep the output
of the ¢irmait at sero. When the stmal_tton v_l en_14_, the
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integrators were put into the "hold" condition and the outputs
of the circuits became difference values.
Three of the synchronizing circuits were used for converting the
values of angle-of-attack ( 0( ),, airspeed ( V ) and thrust rever-
ser clamshell door position (gcLaM) to incremental variations
A_ , AV , and _,_ , respectively, about the trim values.
In addition, the /IX circuit had provislons for compensating for
the nose boom position, and the bc_A_ circuit contained a one
second time constant. The fourth synchronizing circuit was
of the thrust servo loop and was not an inherent part of the
simulation.
and _ _ueratin_ Circuits
Since neither _ nor_ was directly available as the output
of a sensor these signals were generated in the computer.
was obtained by a pseudo-differentiatlon of A _, and
from acombination of roll s_e and yaw rate,(_- _- R).F
Control In_t Circuits
These circuits provided the ability to apply either the Evaluation
Pilot's co_Lud inputs from the instrumented controls, or the
standard pulse from the pulse circuit, to the airplane.
Function Generators
basic 367-80 nonlinear characteristics of pitching moment due
to thrust changes and pitching moment due to air brakes.
Interlock Circuits
The interlock circuits made it impossible to en_e the simulation
unless all the cables were correctly installed. In addition, one
of the interlock circuits determined which elevator PCU (left or
right) was to be used as the master (see 2.4.1).
Confi_aration Selection Circuits
The variations from the basic configuration were achieved by
changing the gains of various inputs to the A.L.T. Matrix. This
was done partly by changing potentiometer settings and partly by
_witching in additional amplifiers and potentiometers depending
on the particular variation required.
An external switch box containing four double-pole, double-throw
switches was used for this purpose. The details of the changes
needed for the various variations are given in AppendlxB.
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2.2.2 Intercomn_ ectlom Between 1__ 5D/80 Com])uter and Other E_tl_ent
The SD/80 Computer had nine cable connections on the back side.
Two of these, JlO_ and JIO5 were for remote mode-selectlon control
of the computer and connected to the Interface.
The next six, J1 through 36, bad the following functions:
J2 Provided control command inputs to the -80 model and aero-
dynsmtc pRrLmeter outputs from the -80 analog model
J_ Provided aerodynaaic and control inputs to the miscellaneous
circuits listed in 2.3.1.6 and also the conmand outputs from
the A.L.T. Natrtx am_ltfler_ to the 80 atrvlane control
surfaces
J3 Provided connectlons between the various _raaeters belng
monitored and the In-flight C.E.C. oscillograph.
J5 - FrovidedSslmulation enss_Ustgnals for the synchronizlng
circuits and the System En_ed Light.
Jl - Provided en(pBed ni_l to the synchronizing circuits in
ground checkout operation.
J6 - Sl_re
The ninth connector was for the sin s.c. power s_pply.
The interconnecting cables could be booked up in a number of different
ways to produce different conditions.
a. -80 Analog sJJauLatton ground check.
i
With only the connection as shown to the recorder, the -80 anelog
model could be used by itself and the pulse circuit output plugged
directly into the avproprlate coamand channel _, _ , etc.
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A.L.T. Anslos Simulation Ground Check:
Interconnections Between Co_puter and Other Bqullnent (C4_tilmml) i
"ll II1
nr_ nnn n n n
With Jl and Jh connected to 32 by the "Checkout Jmcper CabLe" the A.L.T.
Iktrtx was connected to the -80 analog roundel. In this condition the
combined effect was that of an analoK Bodel of the A.L.T. conflKuration.
It should be noted that if the A.L.T. Matrix pins were DroDerLy cal-
culated then the lie A.L.T. could be 8imuL&ted with any values for the
-80 derivatives. The Pulse Circuit was used to provide control lnv_tl
to the A.L.T. simulation _ , _ , etc.
e. In fllght A.L.T. Stmulatlon:
With JlO_, JL05, J1, J4, J5 aid J6 connected to the correct Interface
connections the A.L.T. Matrix was connected, throui_ the Interface to
the 367-80 control systems. Bow, if the basic 367-80 airplane charac-
terilticl were identical to tboee Becbantsed tn the -80 aosLo K model
then the airplane would respond, in the air, in the same runner as
the A.L.T. model did durtn_ _round checkout
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2.3 AIRPLANE CONTROL S_VO S_ST_S
Figures 16 through 20 show block diagrams of the five primary control systems
used in the SST simulation.
2.3.1 Elevator Control S_stem (Figure 16)
The elevator system had two parallel type actuators, right hand and left hand,
in which the feedback linkage moved the Safety Pilot's column. The two
actuators had different authority limits and either could be selected as the
master control and the other automatically slaved to it.
The motion of the Safety Pilot's column was transmitted through a system of
cab]es and pulleys to provide a mechanical input to the control valve that
controlled the actuator which moved the elevator.
The position transducer on the Evaluation Pilot's column produced an electrical
signal (_ col) that went to the computer. This signal was modified in the compute_
to provide the correct gain and summed with any contributions from the thrust
command_ air brake commands angle-of-attack, pitch rate, etc._ to form an
elevator command (_e-)- When the simulation was engaged, this signal was
allowed to operate either the right hand or left hand transfer valve, whichever
had been selected, and the resulting motion of the modulating piston operated
the control valve of the actuator, causing the elevator to move.
2.3- 2 Thrust Control S_stem (Fig. 17)
The thrust reverser clamshell doors were moved by actuators, the control valves
of which were supplied with mechanical inputs from the thrust reverser levers.
If the simulation was not engaged the doors could be moved independently by moving
the levers singly. However, as soon as the simulation was en6a6ed the fo_ levers
were clamped together by an electro-mechanical clutch and moved as a unit by
the thrust control se_vo. The transducer on the fake throttle produced an
electrical signal (_TS) which went to the computer. Here it was modified to
provide the correct gain and sunm_d with any contributions from angle-of-attack,
airspeed, air brake command, etc. to produce a thrust command (6thc). This
signal operated the electro-mechanical servo through the coupler.
2.3 •3 Lateral Control _stem IFigure !8 )
Lateral control of the airplane was obtained by differentially operating the
ailerons and spoiler panels.
Moving the Safety Pilot's wheel put a mechanical input through the summing link-
age into the control valve of the lateral control power unit and moved the
actuator. The output of the actuator went to the spoiler mixer where it was
summed with the mechanical output from the speed brake handle. The mechanical
output of the spoiler mixer was connected to the Hydomat units which drove the
spoiler panels.
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2.3.3 Lateral Control STetem (.Figure 18) (Continued)
_ne transducer on the Evaluation Pilot's wheel produced a signal (_) which
went to the SD/80 computer. Here it was modified to provide the correct @aln
and summed with a_ contributions from side-slip angle, yaw rate, roll rate, etc.
to produce a wheel commad (_c)-
In simulation mode this command operated the transfer valve on the Lateral
control power unit. Since this power unit was a parallel-type actuator its
output fed back to move the Safety Pilot's wheel.
2.3._ Rudder Control S_stem (Fig. 19)
The Safety Pilot's and Evaluation Pilot's rudder pedals were coupled and provided
a mechanical input through the summing linkage to the control valve on the rudder
actuator. The output of the actuator moved the rudder and was also fed back to
the summing linkage. In addition, the position transducer on the Evaluation
Pilot's rudder pedals put out an electrical signal (_R) which went to the SD/80
computer. This signal was operated upon in the computer to provide the correct
_in, and was summed together with any contributions from the wheel comm_nd,
side slip angle, side slip rate, etc. to for: the rudder eo_Ind (_rc). If the
sinmlator was e_sged, then this signal was allowed to operate the transfer
valve causing the modulating piston to provide an additional input to the control
valve. The modulating piston transducer provided rate feedback to the rudder
coem_d servo amplifier in the Interface.
z.3.5 L_ control symte. (F_. 20)
Lift control during the simulation was obtained by modulating the spoiler panels
on the upper wing surface. The peeltlons of the spoilers are showu in Fig. l&
where they are numbered for clarity. Far the simulation8 covered in this
document, spoilers 1, 5A, 6A and lO were not umed. The spoilers were operated
by electro-hydraulic Ryd_at units. Spoilers #_, 5, 6 and 7 each had a oeparate
Rydomat Unit, but spoilers #8 and 9 were both driven by one unit and 8o were #2
and 3. Spoilers #2, 3, 8 and 9 are referred to as the outbcezd spoilers and #_,
5, 6 and 7 an the inboard spellers.
The lift modulating signals (_ab c ) were produced in the computer. Because of
buffeting at high spoiler angles the inboard spoilers were electrically limited
to + i0 degrees. Up to this point the spoilers all moved together but above
i0 degrees the gain on the outboard spoilers was doubled, by a circuit in the
computer, to keep the value of CL_eb constant.
v
The mechanical input shown in Fig. 20 came from the spoiler mixer (See Fig. 18)
and combined the initial trim Htting from the speed brake handle and the
lateral control input from the lateral control power unit.
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2./_ OP_RAT_ PROCZ_tmES
2._.1 EstablishiaK the _ie _67-80 Chazacteristies
The first step in metttng up a simulation m to establish a 367-80 configuration
suitable for the airplane to be simulated. The factors to be considered were:
The tri_ level flight airspeed of the 367-80 must match that required
fur the simulated airplane. This affected the trim thrust and flap setting.
The 367-80 was equipped with a blown flap system uslng engine bleed air whlc
could be used to i_rease the v11ue of CL. For the confi@uratioQs de-
scribed in this document it was not necessary to use this feature.
The entire simulation _ flown with the 367-80 engines at constant throttle
settings and thrust and drng changes were achieved by modulating the thrust
reverser positions This means that the clamshell doors had to be set
initially at some partially closed position which allowed sufficient range
of movement of opening and closing without limiting the simulation.
This initial angle also had to be eoardinated with the constant engine
output to achieve the trism_d airspeed mentioned above.
The changes in lift coefficient during simulation were achieved by modulat-
ing the spoiler panels on the upper wing surface. These therefore had to be
set up at some angle for the trim condition so that they could be modulated
in both directions during simulation.
All simulation w_s performed with the landing gear down so that the
approach could be continued down to touchdown.
The final configuration adopted for the 367-80 for simulating the basic A.L.T.
_S :
36/-80 CONI_IO,_ION AT TRIM
Airspeed
117 Knots
ingle of
8.5 e
Engine
Settings
(N2)
Clamshell
Doors
30s 30 e
_ilers Gear
Down
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2._.i Est_blishlm i the Basic 367-,80 Cb_teristics (Continued)
These were the nominal settings. The aircraft was trimmed in level flight by
the Safety Pilot at the desired airspeed and angle-of-attack, by use of the
moveablm stabilizer and small throttle adjustments, prior to engs_ement of the
simulation. Once set, the stabilizer and throttles were not moved during
simulation, as all pitch and thrust eha_s were made with the elevators and
thrust reversers.
• :i t Testi the  sie confla mation
Once the trim configuration had been tentatively determined, the airplane
was flight tested in order to obtain the following information:
ae Confirmation and adjustment, if necessary, of the basic trim configuration
(proper stall margin and body landing attitude).
bo Documentation of the airplane characteristics. This consisted of a series
of maneuvers designed to facilitate the calculation of the airplane stabil-
ity and control derivatives so that an accurate analog model of the 367-80
could be mechanized on a coeputer.
Recording of airplane responses to standard pulse inputs for confirmation
and adjustment of the analog model. These recordings were used in the
"overlAy" technique described in Section 2.5.
The standard pulse inputs were performed using the -80 checkout board
described below.
The -80 Checkout BoLrd was a special patchboard used on the Systron Donner
analng model of the basic 367-80; a special check pulse circuit (see 2.2.1);
and provisions for connecting the Evaluation Pilot's controls through the
SD/80 computer and the Interface to the airplane electro-hydraulic servo
systems. The gains in the computer were selected so that the control deriva-
tives remained identical to those of the basic airplane. Thus, the airplane
ehsz_cteristies were the same whether it was flown from the left-hand seat
with the normal controls, or from the right-hand seat through the fly-by-
wire system.
There was also provision for introducing the s_andard pulse into the system
to simulate column, wheel, rudder or thrust eoe_and_. It should be noted
that the input to the thrust was actually a step but for simplicity of
writing it will be referred to as a s_andard pulse.
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z. .l (Continued)
The aircraft checkout, using standard pulses, was as follows: The airplane
was first trimmed in level flight at the correct airspeed and a_le-of-attack
by the S_fety Pilot from the left-hand seat. When this condition had been
achieved the simulation was e_ed and the Evaluation Pilot then retrimmd the
airplane, if necessary, to remove the effect of a_y en6agement transients. When
he wa_ matisfied that the airplane was trimmed, he called for a standard pulse
input from the computer. The input had already been selected to be applied to
the elevator, wheel, rudder or thrust reversers. The pulse was initiated by
operating a toggle switch.
The airplane response to this input was monitored by recording the following
parameters on a CEC light beam oscillograph.
r I iCHANNEL ' 1 2 13 _ J 5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 12 13
l
! i
.... i s,.,o
I J
If the input was an elevator or thrust command, the Eealuatiou Pilot would keep
the wings level, being very careful not to initiate any longitudinal disturbances
Similarly during wheel and rudder pulses the Evaluation Pilot would maintain
essentially the same pitch attitude without restraining the lateral degrees of
freedom.
This technique enabled "hands-off" data to be obtained without the confusing
cross-coupling effects between the longitudinal and lateral-directional axes.
The resulting airplane motion was aAlowed to continue sufflclenti,V ]nng to obtain
several cycles of the pkpid mode for elevator inputs, or the _atek roll
for rudder and wheel inputs, or until the airspeed changed by 10 knots l'or the
thrust steps.
The oecillo6raph records obtained during thele testa were uled to check the analng
simulation of the basic 367-80.
• Ground Support Pro6rams (Basic 967-80 Only)
As soon as sufficient information had been received on the basic 367-80
control and stability derivatives from the Aerodynamics Group_ the gains
were calculated for the analog simulation of the basic airplane and the
model was set up on the -80 checkout board.
The same standard pulse inputs that were applied to the actual airplane
in-fli6ht were applied to the analog model on the ground.
The response of the model was recorded using the same oscillograph to record
the same variables with the ume scalings.
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• Ground Sut ort ( asie 36?-8O One) (Continmd)
The accuracy of the simulation and hence the accuracy of the derivatives
used were checked by directly eomp_i_ the results.
This was done partly by measurement and partly by comparing the various mode
shapes by directl_ la_ing the flight test results over the ground teat
results.
The _tu_d values vere:
o Pb_oid period and dampiag ratio
o Dutch roll period and duping ratio
o Roll e_le to aide-slip-aagl_ ratio
o Spiral time constant (time to half amplitude).
The other characteristics, which did not lend themselves to direct measure-
ment were:
o Loc_itudlmal short-period characteristics
o Initial lateral-directio_kl response to • control input
o Pitchl_ moment due to thrust chants.
These were compared by direct overlay.
reeking m_uatments to the appropriate gains on the computer simulation,
the match between the flight and ground tests could be improved and the values
of the bs_ic 367-80 derivatives refined by calculating back from the corrected
gain setting. This pe_t of the prelim was backed up by an additional ground
based computer simulation of the belie airplane as a check on the -80 check-
out board model. It should be noted that this did not confirm the validity
of the model but onl_ served to demoastrate that the simulation, u l_tehed-
up, was functioning proper]_y.
2.k.2 Setting Up the A.L.T. Simulation
m
Once the control and mtabtllt7 _erivatives of the beaic _7-80 had been reeJonably
well established the calculations for the A.L.T. mRtrix were performed. These
calculations were beJed on the theory outlined in Section 2.1, and the full
equmtiona are given in Appendix A.
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z. .2 (continu )
The calculations for the program covered in this document vere initially
done by hind using the tabulated foras shown in Appendix A, Pages A1 to
A32, etc., but later • digital p_ vms set up oa an IBM 7090 cciputer
to produce this inforsition. The pro_ was written in a Boeing-originated
ccwputer _ csAled BLITZ. (Further inforwsttca on this language can
be ob_ frou Boeing Docu_nt ]:_Z-36341-1, "The BLITZ Ueer'8 Ne_."
See Ref. D.)
The A.L.T. _atrix wal then patched up on the A.L.T. patchboard and the
correct gains set in.
Once the A.L.T. patchboard was cawpleted, • ground stanlation of the A.L.T.
configuration was produced by connecting the checkout Juwper cable as shown
In Section 2.2.2.b.
The eDd result of combining the l_stc 367-80 emalog Iodel with the A.L.T.
=atrix m to produce • siizlation identical to that which would result
from • stmi_at-forvard elemlation using the A.L.T. derivatives alone.
It should be noted here that, as long as the A.L.T. sstrix calculations
ere aorreet, the basic -80 derivatives vhich vere used in the ealeula-
ttoms were irrelevant, as f&r as the ability to produce an analog stau la-
ttc_ of the A.L.T. is concerned. In other vord8, • ground 8tatlatton of
the particular A.L.T. could be obtained by using an analog stmAlation Of
• Piper Cub, for _e, provided the A.L.T. =atrlx calcu/attons were
based on the Piper Cub derivatives. Isturs£_ this would vastly affect
the results obtained in the air when the real _7-80 characteristics were
_s__bet!tuted_ for t_he _s_L!_O_ _sods!.
The out_t of the pulse circuit was then •pI_ted to the stizlation to pro-
duce the reslx_nses of the A.L.T. to standard pulse inputs. The technique
va4 lild_lar to that described for testing the 367-80 analog model alone
in Section 2._.1 except that the pU_lel were •p_ed at different termtnmls
since it was commands to the A.L.T. elevator and rudder etc., that were
req_Lr_ and not ca_ands to the 367-80 elevator and rudder.
A8 before, the variables listed in Section 2._.1 were recorded on the CEC
l_e_er_ the re_tlts be_ ch_.ked againet the results of the di_ILtal
progz_a deseri1_d in the next section.
It m_ des'trod to have • completely independent meens of checking the
accuracy of both the analog eSCAlation Of the £.L.T. an the _round and
the flight test results obtaAned in the air.
For this re_s_ it _ decided to utilise • digital computer to obtain
data on the d_atc response of the hasic A.L.T and v_riations.
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2. 2 (cont )
The Boeing TLS_ digital progr_ was used to support this phase of the work.
This pro_ was ca_ble of solving simultaneous non-linear differential
equatlons and lent itself to the solutlon of the equations of ootion of
an airplane. The eq_tlons conJ_dbe expressed in a block dla_ form
that was very similar to the cc_ter dia_ for an analog simulation
of an aArplane.
This block dia_m was e_ll_ converted into a deck of punched cards for
input to the digital CCml_ter.
Disturbing inputs, identical to the standard pttlsem, were introduced into
the progr_ and the resulting airplane responses became available as a tim
history of the aerodynamic variables vhose values were tabulated at balf-
secood intervals. The prograa was supplied with the calculated control
and stability derivatives of the proposed A.L.T confi_tions and the
resulting tabulated data plotted on transparent _lar to the same vertical
and horizontal s_Ales as the OUtlets of the C_ Recorder. The master plots
could be directl_ overlaid on the _ and flight recordings from the
CEC Recorder to determine the accuracy of the simulation.
Figures 21 and 22 show prints from two typical master overlays obtained
by this FA'ogrl_ with the flight data from the CEC Recorder for the same
maneuvers superimposed on the =aster traces.
The flight tests of the A.L.T. simulation vere carried out vlth the SD/80
ccop_ter-to-interface c_ble connectic_ as shown in Section 2.2.2.c, Page
_q. 'rq_ r_,,_ ,,_ f_ eh_oJ_ing t__he a_a__v of the slm_l_tion _aS
identical to that alre_ described in checking out a standard pulse.
I_ediately after e_ch _neuver the in-flight recordings were checked to
determine the accuracy of the siialation by direct _e_sure_ent of l_m_id
and dutch roll periods, damping ratios, etc., and by over_g the _ster
traces described in the above section.
In the initial or checkout phase of the flight test program, it _s neces-
sary to "fine tune" the simulation to i_prove its accuracy. This was done
by cb_ngin_ the _ins of the A.L.T. _trix and repeating the check pulses
as required to improve the _atch between the flight and ground test results.
It should be noted that, since the A.LeT. derivatives were fixed, any
Changes _ade to the gains of the A.L.T. _trix during the checkout phase
were equivmle_t to changing the basic S_7-S0 derivatives.
The new S_7-80 derivatives were obtained by calculating back_s frco
the A.L.T. mtrix _ain_ and then cranked into the analog si_tlation of
the basic S6Y o.
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2._.2 (Continued)
-7
Once the match wa_ Judged to be lufflciently good by the test eo_ineer, the
simulation was frozen and the test program proceeded to the documentation and
pilot evaluation phases. From this point, the only changes made on the computer
were those necessary to introduce th6 variations to the basic configuration
which were to be tested, and the periodic adjustment of a special potentiometer
which was varied according to the te_t altitude and outside air temperature to
compensate for the variation in en61ne thrust.
During the documentation and evaluation phues, the atrulJne was subjected
the Standard Pulses at the beginning of each flight, and the results were
examined to confirm that the simulation was still valid, before proceedin_
with the tests.
2.4.3 Pre-fli_ht Checkout
The pre-flight checkout consisted of a series of ground tests that were performed
as a standard procedure prior to each simulation flight.
Power was applied to the airplane and the system allowed to warm-up for at least
30 minutes before startlng the pre-fllght checkout.
The pre-flight checks were:
a. Computer voltage and amplifier balance cheeks.
The computer power supplies were checked for the correct voltage and the
amplifiers checked for balance and adjusted if necessary.
b. Potentiometer Setting Checks.
All the potentiometers that were used in the simulation were checked for the
correct settings by hulling them against the reference potentiometer.
c. Standard Pulse Checks.
The computer cables were connected for A.L.T. ground checkout (See 2.2.2.b
_e 3_) and the standard pulses applied to the elevator_ thrus% wheel and
rudder inputs. The resultin6 traces from the CE_ recorder were checked
against the A.L.T. masters to confirm that the computer was f_eti_ln_
proper ly.
d. Instrumentation Zeros.
At this point the conrad outputs from the computer were set to zero by
shorting the outputs of the relevant amplifiers to the summing Junctions.
This was done so that the Instrumentation Engineer could record the zero
references.
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2.k.3 (cont J, e4)
e. Simulation Logic Checks.
The log_c circuitry was checked to ensure that the Simulation "Sw._L_,"
ENGAGE," 'RESet" controls, disconnect buttons and error detectors were
working properly.
f. System Functional (Wiggle Tests").
These tests were to ensure, u far as was possible, that the entire system
was workinK as programmed. The computer cables were connected for in-flight
simulation (see 2.2.2.e, _ 38).
To perform the tests, the airplane hydraulics were turned on and hydraulic
power supplied to all the actuators; the spoiler panels set to 6e; and the
clamshell doors set to 30 e . The simulation wa_ then en6aged and the
following tests performed:
TEST
Evaluation Pilot' s
column fully forward
and aft.
Move the Evaluation
Pilot's w_eel right
and left.
_k_ve the Evaluation
Pilot's rudder pedals
right and left.
Move the Fake Throttle
foreard and aft.
nose ]xx_m
:!:_, keeping_&t 0.
I
Move nose _ l_ne
:l:/_, keeping0(at O.
Operate Evaluation
Pilot' s longitudiaal
trim control.
Unbolt rate gyros and
move by hand.
(_7draulics OFF)
CHECK THAT
NOTE: The values depend
on the A.L.T. Con-
figuration and so
are not _uoted.
Safety Pilot's wheel and -80 elevator move the
correct amount and direction.
Computer elevator command output is correct.
Safety Pilot's wheel and the -80 ailerons and
spoiler pe_els move the correct amount and
direction.
Computer wheel command output is correct.
The -80 rudder moves the correct amount and
direction.
Computer rudder command output is correct.
Clamshell doors and thrust reverser levers move
the correct u_mt and direction.
Computer thrust co_mnd output is correct.
-80 elevators and spoilers move correct amount
and direction.
Co_puter output comm_nde are correct.
-80 rudder and lateral controls move correct
amount and direction.
Computer output comln_ are correct.
-80 Elevators move up and down the correct amount.
Ccuputer sl4_als from gyros sue correct polarity.
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2.5 s_ HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
2.5.1 Cabin Controls
Figure 2 shows an overall picture of the airplane cabin. In addition to the
nor_l airplane controls and instruments, the following are of special interest
in the si_tlon:
The Evaluation Pilot's control colmm and vheel were not mechanically connected
to the airplane control 8ylte_. Instead, stick and vheel position signals
vere obtained from potentiometers and these signals vere fed thronEh the
interface to the SD/80 computer.
NOTE: The arm of the wheel were also instrumented with strain gauges, the
outputs of which were averaged to give • leasure of stick force. This signal
was available at the computer and could be used as the Evaluation Pilot's
inlet, but for the 8i_,lation8 covered in this document stick position was
used.
Feel force for the Evaluation Pilot's wheel was supplied by • spring cartrldge
mounted on the column directly behind the wheel. The force gradient chaza_ter-
istics could be changed by chan_ the cartridge. The stick feel force was
supplied by • b_ic lystem vhich _s controlled _eumatlcally frca •
pressurized nitrogen bottle. The control knob for changing the force gradient
and the indicator for ehcrZng the stick force in lb/degree of stick movement
can be seen at (K) in Figure 2 and also in the close-up picture, Figure 3-
The Evaluation Pilot's rudder pedals vere connected mechanically to the Safety
Pilot's and consequentl_ move the _7-_O rudder through the normal control
=v°+.. ____.er_ 4, aa_dit4n% a _otentiometer _rovided an electrical signal
proportioned to pedal displacement which was used in the computer to modify
the rudder during sim_tlation.
The follc_ descriptions all refer to the letters oa Figure 2:
a. Fake Throttle Lever.
This lever _8 connected to • potentio_eter which put out an electrical
signal to the computer and provided the Evaluation Pilot with the means
to make thrust changes. Figure 3 shows • close-up of the fake throttle
lever and its calibrated _ale.
b. E_aluation Pilot 's Disconnect Button.
The Evaluation Pilot could disenKm4pn the Si_Alation and return control
to the Safety Pilot at any time by operating this button. If disconnect
occurred, the t_o red blinkiag warning lights (N) came on and the "RESET"
button on the control panel (Fl_re 3) had to be operated before the
simulation could be re-en_aged (see Section 2.5.1 h. ).
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Cabin Uontrols (_ontinued)
5_aluat_on }_ilot's Longitudlnal Trim Control.
Th_s was a two position, center-off switch which supplied elther
± 15 V to the computer, dependlng upon whether it was held in the
nose-up or nose-dc%rn trim position. This voltage was integrated in
the computer and the result applied as an elevator co_nd to trim
the a_rplane.
d. Signal Connector.
This connector carried the signals from the strain gages mentioned
above.
e. Evaluation Pilot's Lateral Trim Control.
Lateral trim in simulation mode was obtained by a potentiometer which
applied a bias volt_e to the lateral control command signal. This
signal did not go to the SD/80 computer but was added in the Interface.
f. Thrust Reverser Positioning Levers.
The standard thrust reverse levers were used to set the clamshell doors
to their trim positions (approximately 30e). The clamshell door positions,
for the four engines were shown by the four indicators at (M).
g. Speed Brake Handle.
The normal speed brake positioning control was used to set the spoiler
panels co their trim position (6" up). The position of spoiler panel
No. 8 was monitored with a transducer and displayed on an indicator (L)
mounted above the IRIG time display on the glareshield.
h. Simulation Control Panel.
This panel contained the controls with which the safety pilot selected
the mode of operation. A close-up of this panel can be seen in Figure 4.
The selector buttons marked 'qAW RATE," TAW RATE & TC}," 'RUD III,"
'AILERON' refer to various stability augmentation systems available
on the basic 367-80 and are outside the scope of this document. The
selector button marked "N(]SMAL' refers to a condition whereby the basic
"367-80" could be flown by a "fly-by-wire" system from the right-hand
seat and is also outside the scope of this document, although it
resulted as a direct offshoot of this program. The controls that are
directly concerned with the simulation are:
SIMULATION - when the SLfety Pilot pushed this button, the simulation
was selected but not eQga4_ed, and a blue light illuminated the left-hand
section marked "SwJ." The Safety Pilot selected this condition prior to
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2.5..1..h (Continued)
trimming the airplane. In this condition the mode control logic in
the Interface put the SD/80 computer into the 'COMPUTE" mode (it was
previously in 'RESET ) which allowed the synchronizing circuits for Ag
and AV to start operating. The Evaluation Pilot's controls were still
disconnected from the system. When the aircraft was trimmed the _ety
Pilot pushed the "PUSH TO _GAGE" button.
'PUSH TO _GAGE' - This control engaged the simulation and activated
the analog gates in the Interface allowing the co_nd outputs from the
SD/80 coNputer to be applied to the control surface actuators.
Simultaneously the A_andAV synchronizing circuits in the computer
were put into the "HOLD" condition; the "ON" portion of the "SI}@JLATION-
control button was illuminated with s green light and the "simulation
engaged" light on the computer patchboard va_ turned on, The simulation
could be disengaged by pulling up on the "PUSH TO _GAGE button but
this feature was seldom used.
"R_SET' - This control was used to reset the mode selection logic in the
Interface if the simulation had been dise_ed as a result of an error
in the system or because the Evaluation Pilot had operated his disconnect
button.
J. Safety Pilot's Disconnect Button.
By operating this control the Safety Pilot could disengage the simulation
at any time and re_ain control of the airplane. The simulation mode
changed from "_"to=_. "
k. E_luation Pilot's Stick Feel Force Control and Indicator.
Described previously.
i. Spoiler Panel No. 8 Posltioa Indicator.
Described previously.
m. Thrust Reverser Claashell Door Position Indicators.
Described previously.
n. Simulation Disconnected Warning Lights.
These were two large red blinking warning lights that came on if the
simulation m_s disengaged either by an error in the system or by the
Evaluation Pilot's disconnect button. These lights did not go out until
the Safety Pilot's Disconnect Button was operated.
o. Simulation Limits _arning Lights.
These five amber warning lights for the rudder, spoiler, elevator, lateral
control and thrust servo systems indicated when the servoaapltfler
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2.5.1 o. (continu, )
error si_mal Mad keen e_eedi_ a predetermined threahold value for
wore t_an _f a second. _aio did not result in an aut_atic disconnect
but indicated that the aeeuracy of the ei_a_ation wu in doubt.
p. Reference Airspeed Setting Indiaator.
The airspeed ei1_al to the e_ter was the difference betveen the
value obtained f_ the Pitot-Statie Synto and the value oet into
the referenee airspeed indieator. The latter value was set to the
normal trim speed, by teanx of the knob at the lower left corner of
the iDdieator, to _t over-lcmding of the AV synchronizing circuit.
2.5- 2 S_etron-Donner SD/80 Aualo_ Cowputer
The 0_wtrew-D0_er SD/80 ceopBtlr used on this program was basically • produetion_
line deok-t_p type ecmpnter (IN.gure 5, Page 16 sho_ the eowputer as it was
nounted in the airplane). Certain _difieations were Bade at the factory prior
to shll_t. These yore:
a. The addition of spocilkl shock Dounts designed for the vibration environlent
in the airplane.
b. The rug_islng of the alplifier Mod_e mounting _yste_.
c. The potting of the amplifier ccwponent| on the printed circuit bc_rds.
do The _diti_ of a heater and fan, controlled b_ a toggle _iteh so that
the Oeol_ter eo_ld be purged with _ air. This provisio_ was added
beeauoe of the po_sibility of _oisture eonden_tion in the computer
tbe m4 _,_e stood outside overnight.
Qo The addition of warning lights to indicate an overte_erat_re eooditi_.
This prc_ision wax added because the ec_l_ter was used on the ground at
ti_o _hen the airplane air-eonditio_ing syste_ was not o_er_ting.
f. Modification to the po_er supplies to enable the computer to be operated
from a 400 epe _uppl,y instead of 60 ep_.
The computer contained _ solid state operational a_plifiers _hich were mounted
in pairs on removable _es directly behind the patchboard (see Figure 5,
Page16).
The m:ML_Ll,eo ec_talned addlticaal oc_pcoents _hi_h determined the type of
operation for _Aeh they could be uned; i.e., _ing w_plifiere, inverting
e_flero, or integrators.
As uoed for this program the ocop_ter bad _ x_ero, 18 invertere and 22
integrators. In addition, there _ 18 do_ble-pole, do_ble-throw relays
mounted in pairs on 9 of the _odules.
4 _ •
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2•5•2 (Continued)
The computer had two movable wings on which the controls were mounted. The
left-hand wl_ contained: (ReferriQg to Figure 5)
a. Fifteen diode function generators in removable modules mounted in a
receptacle behind this p_nel.
b. The overheat warning lights and the heater toggle switch.
c. A voltmeter which could be used either as a direct reading instrument
or as a nullmeter.
d. The address selector switches for monitoring the output of any
particular amplifier or potentiometer on the l_nel meter.
ee The top six switches were for selecting one of six direct-reading panel
meter scales (± 300V, ± 100V, + 3OV, ± 10V, ± 3V, ± IV) to 2_ of fUll
scale accuracy. The two botton switches selected either ± MULL for
measuring any problem voltage with an accuracy of 0.O1_ of fUll scale
by comparison with a reference voltage selected by the reference
potentiometer.
f. Four-digit reference potentiometer.
_e Panel containing operating controls and indicators• These are: Four
push-button/indicators for selecting HOLD, COMPUTE, RESET and REP-OP
Modes.
. Time scale control (not used in this simulation).
Slave switch for selecting either local control _-_ the ..... +....
external control through the Interface.
• Pover-on switch.
• Indication for oven-power, amplifier overload, etc.
h. Five single-pole, double-throw toggle switches with center-off position,
and five potentiometers for gain adjustment.
The right-hand wing contained 120 .,ore potentlometers for gain a_lJustment.
2 • 5 •3 Interface
The Interface is shown in Figure 6as it was mounted in the airplane. Some of
the equipment in the interface was concerned with basic 367-80 stability
augmentation systems and is outside the scope of this document. A full descrip-
tion of the Interface can be obtained from Boeing Document D6-19857 'Variable
Stability Interface Installation in 367-80 Airplane. (Reference E).The equip-
ment associated with the variable stability system is, referring to Figure 6:
a. Section containing the servo amplifiers and associated electronics for
the spoiler panel servos.
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b. Controls for monitoring the outputs of the various amplifiers in the !
Interface t and for selectIQg the pLnel meter full scale deflection values_
2.5.3 (co.tinued)
c. This panel contains duplicate simulation mode controls,similar to the
controls in the cabin,and error-indicating lights.
d. Lateral control 8ervo amplifiers and associated electronics.
e• Elevator servo amplifiers and associated electronics•
f. Rudder and aileron servo amplifiers and associated electronics.
g. Isolation networks, demodulation, etc.
h. This section contains the mode control logic digital circuits.
i. Isolation networks.
J. Power distribution and control circuits.
2•5•4 Ai,r_lane Sensors
The following sensors were used to provide aerodynamic data to the computer.
Angle-of-Attack and Sidesli p Sensor (_ Vane)
Figure 7 shows the _# vane as it was mounted on the nose boom. This vane
_-s s_cia!!y designSed by Giannini to have a very good low frequency response
characteristic and a natural frequency of about 23 cps. The vane was
supported on two glmballs whose angles were monitored by low friction poten-
tiometers. The tip of the beam was bent down so that high angles of attack,
up to 30" could be accommodated without reaching the mechanical limit of the
_@.
G os
Pitch, roll andyaw rate imformatiouwas obtained from two rate gyro
packages mounted in the lower 41 section of the airplane. The roll-rate
gyro was the smaller package on the right in Figure 8. The larger package
was a 3-axis gyro which was used for pitch and yaw rates.
• Vertical G_ro
Not shown on Figure 8 but directly below the rate gyros was a vertical gyro
which provided roll angle information.
• Airspeed Sensor
The airspeed signaiwas obtained from the .....p_Av_'s_-'_^_ .ratio-- system, _-....
output of which fed the airspeed synchro.
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2.5.4 (Continued)
The final output of the airspeed systes that went to the cuaputer was a
voltage that IDdlcated the increBental difference of the airspeed above
or below the value set on the pilot's reference airspeed instrument.
2.6 AMES LARGE TRANSPORT BASIC COWFIGURATION AND VARIATIONS SIMULATED
A basic assumption of the simulation was that no cross-eoupling existed between
the lateral-directional and longitudinal axes and that it was possible to vary
the lateral and longitudinal eharacteristics of the simulated airplane indepen-
dently.
The various configurations, lateral and longitudinal, were given configuration
numbers for identification purposes. These configuration numbers and the
significant changes from the basic configuration are listed in the following
tables. In each case, the First configuration listed is the basic and corres-
ponds to the full set of derivatives for the Ames Large TransDort given in the
description sheet in Appendix A, Sheet A30. The modification to the com_uter
diagram required to achieve the varlatlons and the corresoonding calculatlons
and BLITZ Program outputs are given in Appendix B.
Table I Lateral-Directional Configurations
I
COEFIG.
NO.
RBQVIRED _EFr CHARACTERISTICS
MAX. WHEEL MAX. WHEEL WHEEL
n_J_. j(  GBam)
(%,.
m_ v
mA. J(D ./sEe)
SENSITIVITY
/m_.
1209
BASIC 75 375 .0973
L_O3A 30 150 .]-1,57
lZ-_TA 30 150 .o91_
1235 5o eSo .o915
1237 5O 66 .0915
ROLL TIME COEST.
T Cl
P
(S_C.) ,_D./S_
1. l_, -. 24J,2
1. l_ -. 2_,_,2
1. lk -. 241,2
•6 -. 51o
1. l_ -. 21,42
DEPERDE_T
CHARACTERISTICS
Max. Steady Max. Roll
State Roll Acceler.
D ./SEC. !oeG./sac.2
26._ 1_ .3"
9.75 8.6
8.6 i_.3"
16.0 14.3*
_ese values were limited by basic 367-80 characteristics.
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2.6 (Continued)
Table II Lon_tudinal Conflguratlons
Required
Short Period
Fre-
quency
Characteristics
Lift
Coeff.
Due to
Elevator
Elevator
to
Column
Gearing
_"/6CoL.
ioo
_(Basic ) • 93 +. 40 1.5 -1.56
iOZA •93 +.40 i.5 -2.3
,, ,,,, ,
•93 +.40 -i.564.5
Elevator
Power
Cm_
• 93 +. 40 3.0 -2.3
•93 -.40 i.5 -I.56
•93 -.40 I. 5 -2.3
•93 .00 1.5 -2.3
•93 -.40 3.0 -2.3
i._8 +.,+u O-v -_. _--
l.28 +.40 3.o -2.3
.?z
.71
105" .71
105A •71
zSz .?z
zSzB .?z
z5zc .7Z
151D .TZ
158 .7i
z58A . ?z
z59 .87
159A .87
Z59B .87
z6z .96
z6zB .96
z.o8 +. 40 z.5 -z. 56
z.o8 +.40 z.5 -2.3
z.o8 +.40 3.0 -2.3
.67 3.0 -z.56+.40
+.4o 3-0 -2.3.67
Corresponding
Derivatives
(_mo( C,,_Q
-2.0 -2.4
-2.0 -2.4
-2.0 -2.4
-2.o -2.4
-2. o -2.4
-2.o -2.4
-2.o -2.4
-2. o -2.4
J_,. 0 -4o 8
-_.o -_.8
-2.0 -4.8
-2.0 -4.8
-2.0 -4.8
-0.5 -2.4
-o. 5 -2.4
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A certain number of problem were aucountered in the pro6r_ that are inherent
to this type of 8imalatioa. They are briefly suirized below.
3.1 Derivatives
BecAuoe the 8iatlation depended upon the calculated differences between the
367-80 deriwativeo and the oiltlated A.L.T. derivatives, it wan more difficult
to 8iaalate airplaneo that were radically different from the 367-80. This weJ
l_rtieularly true of the variatlonm which bad a low value of CN •d
3.2 Ltnearized E%uations
The 8iaulation was be_ed on linearized equations of m_tion and conoequently
any variables that yore actually non-lineLr over the range of the simulation
affected the accuracy of the simdation. This situation could be improved
by using function generations for the most non-ninear variables provided, of
co,roe, that the functions cmald be accurately defined. In the siaatlation,
function _onerators were uned to compensate for the 367-80 pitching _nts
due to thrust and spoilers, which are both non-ltnesr.
3.3 True Trim Condition
Since the simulation was based on perturbation equations and the variables
were all increintal values about a trim condition it wan extremely important
that the trim condition be established as accurately as possible. A_ variation
from the true trim ooodltion before the elation vas en6a_ed affected the
subsequent airplane behavior.
3.4 T_rb_lenoe
_ne effect of turbulence on the accuracy of the ni_tion wae very reed.
This was because the output of the 0_ vane fed directly into the computer
and eu_ output which was the result of a _ot rather than a true ch_n_ in
the angle-of-attack of the _ produced an erroneous elevator cciand and
affected the b_wlor of the airplane. To maintain the required confidence
level in the reaatltm the flight testing was limited to conditionm of zero
to light turbulence.
I
I
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APPENDIX A - DESCRIPTION AND CALCULATION
SHEETS FOR AMES LARGE TRANSPORT
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CALCULATIONS AND CORRESPONDING AUXILIARY CIRCUITS AND POTENTIOMETER
C_GES.
i. I LATERAL-DIRECTIOHAL VARIATIONS
The Lateral-Dlrectlosal variations were all obtained by changing
potentiometer settings exceDt for Configuration 1235 wMich employed
an auxiliary circuit. This circuit,mhown below, enabled additional
inputs from _w and P to be switched into As_llflers 81 and _.
Since the basic connections of _ and P into Amplifiers 81 and 8h
were permanent, the auxiliary Dotenttometer settings were calculated
to provide the difference necessary to make the required chanEes.
AUXILIARY CIRCUIT FOR CONFIGURATION 1235
p -- "I
+ bw° I
II _l_I
+.Sp c o_,^i
I ]c i
,'---- ' I I
,..l, I _ I I I I
I - I
L__.3_j
o
l
The details of the other chan_es necessary to implement the
Lateral -Directional variations follow:
°) Maximum _rneel Command and Maximum Wheel Rate
These maximum values were obtained by elecrtcal limits on the
wheel command input circuit. The maximum values were set by
SHEFt I_.
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changing the appropriate potentiometers (PI13 and Pl16 for
mmximum wheel rate and P86 aid P89 for mIKlmua wheel commlad)
to achieve the required voltage limit on the relevant a_pl/-
flers. The following table lllultrates these changes:
L_O9
BASIC
CORRESPOnDInG
VOLTAGE LIMIT
#75
SgTTI_G FOR
POTS 113 &
116
CORRESPONDING
VOLTAGE LIMIT
s_
FOR
POTS 86 &
375_m:. 37.5 V .266 (Dial) 75" 75 V ._15
1203 A 150" " 15.0 " .122 " 30" 30 " .231 "
1207 A 150" " 15.0 " .122 " 30° 30 " .231 "
1235 250" " 25.0 " ._ " 50" 50 " .3o "
1237 66" " 6.6 " .062 " 50" 50 " .30 "
b) Wheel Sensitlvlt_
The chan_es in wheel aensitlvlty were obtained by changing the
value of the control derivative _Cg% for the A.L.T. configuration.
The new values were supplied by NASA personnel and implemented
In the simulation by recalculating the corresponding values of _wc_ w
It was also necessary to change the values of _r_.A.to maintain
C._ for the simulated airplane at O.
These new values were obtained from the BLITZ Pro_ua and resulted
in the following A.L.T. Matrix Potentiometer settings:
BASIC .0973
1203A . lh57
Z_O?A .o912
1235 .o915
1237 .o915
CORRESFORDI]G
POT. s_
P 112 P 123
•15_5 .09].].
.2283 .13_2
. i_9 .o857
•1525 .09ll
.091_ .005_
•Z_3_ .O86
* Auxiliary Potentlometer settinl_
k_
SHFfT B3
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b)
c)
(Continued)
Wheel Sensitivity (Continued)
The
f) (_(easle) = .7623
ii)
auxiliary potentiueeter settings are calculated as follows:
differenee = _Imfl_¢ (1235) - _i_w(Basic) = -.O_.
The output scaling is t_u and the input is l_q.".
The auxiliary Dotentiometer setting =
.5
= .0908 into a gain of .5 on Amp A8l.
_r_w(Basle) - .0ogz
_,f_(1235) = .oo86
dffferenee - _r_r(1235) - C (_sie) o_ @"%w " -
The output scal/ng is lO_r and the input is l_ w.
The auxiliary potentiometer setting = .0005 _ lO = .005
into a galn of i on Amp A_.
Roll Time Constant
The change in roll time constant was obtained by changing the
value of Cgp and Cnp for Confi_-_'.--_tlon Io_a._j / •
The new value of Cgp was supplied by NASA and the corresponding
A.L.T. Matrix Bain for _p obtained fr_ the BLITZ Fro_g_ua. This
new value was inpllmented in the simulation by means of the auxil-
iary circuit described previously which provided additional inputs
from P to amplifiers A81 and A_.
The new values of _zoe and grp were obtained from the BLITZ Program
and the auxiliary potentiometer settings calculated as follows:
i) E_p(_sle) . .orr6
6up(1235) = -2.ooo
difference = _p(1235) - _p (Basic) = -2.0776.
The output scaling is I_ and the input is .SP.
Auxiliary potentio=eter setttn6 = 2.0776
.5_5
c_J, into a _in _e 5 nn A_ A81
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Roll Time Constant (Continued)
il) ocrp(_mi=) = -.6o96
_rp(1.235) m -.6333
differeace . _rp (1235) - _v'p (Basic) - -.0237.
The output scaltq is 10 _r and the input is .SP.
•". Auxiliary potenticReter setting = .O237 _ IO
-5
= ._7_ into a _ain of 1 on Amp AS_.
l
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1.2 LO_I_dDINAL V_IATIO_S
The longitudin*l variations were implemented with a combination of
basic potenticmeter changes and auxiliary circuits. The variations
involved chanps in the values of CL_ , _e/ScoL. , C,_$c , Caa0t ,
and C,_Q as shown in Table II, Page _.
The nev values for these derivatives were supplied by NASA and
implemented In the following manner:
Elevator to Column Gear!n s ( _'E/o_,:oL. )
The three values of _/_. simulated were 1.5, 3.0 and _.5.
These changes involved a sim_le _ain change and, since the scaling
of S¢o_. was .5 _coL. , were obtained by setting potentlometer
P87 in the basic _tchtng to .3000, .6000, and .9000, respec-
tively, into a galn of I0 on Amp ATe.
b) Lift Coefficient Due to Elevator CC, se)
The values of ¢L$_ slmufated were +._0, O, and -.40.
The basic value of ._0 resulted in an input of _ through
potentiometer P83 set at .2961 into a galn of I0 on Amp A47.
The CLSt of 0 was obtained by switching in an input from _
through an auxiliary potentimaeter also set at .2961 into a
gain of 10 on Amp AhS. This bad the effect of cancelling out the
basic value.
The C,_ of -._0 was obtained by switching in an addition_l input
of _ through another auxiliary potentiometer set at ._961 into
a _ain of 10 on Amp Ah8.
c) Elevator Power (C.,_£,_)
_o values of C_e were simulated;
value, and -2.3.
-1.56 which was the basic
The value of -2._ vas obtained by switching In an addito_al
input of _ through an auxiliary potenttcmeter into _p A_
to make up the difference. The setting of the auxtltary poten-
tlometerwas obtained as follovs:
_$,_(C_e - -_.56) - .33_,6froa BLITZ
difference = ._827 .33_6 = .lh81
Output scaling is 5.2_ _@. and the input is _
A,,_i!iary _tentiometer setting = .1_81 x 5._5 =
into a 8sin of 1 on Amp A_.
• 7971
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1.2 LO_ITUDDIAL VAEIA_O]B (Continued)
d) Pitching Monent Coefficient Due to Angle of Attaek (C_ )
Three walues of C_ were simulated; -2.C whieh was the basic
Talus, -_.0 and -0.5. The C_ of -4.0 was obtained by switching
am additioual input into Amp A_3 through an auxiliary potentioueter
and the C_ of -o.5 by switching am additiomal input into Amp
A_ thro_h an auxiliary potentioueter. The auxiliary potentioueter
settings were calculated as follows:
i) $_,_C,,,,.< - -2.0) - -.6_2 _ BuTZ
Se_(C._ = -_.o) = -.27oi fro., BLITZ
tl)
difference = -.2701 + .68_2 = +.h1_l
Output scaling is 5.25_e and input is
Auxiliary potentiometer setting =
into a _ain of 10 on Asp A_3.
-SA,_
._lhl x 5.25
Se,aa(C_a - -2.o) - -._2 fr_ BL,-_
Se,_(C,_o_ - -o. 5) - -I.o2o9 _ BLX_
= .ol,35
difference = -1.0_)9 + .68_2 = -3367
Output scaling is 5.25_e and input is -SAg
• . Auxiliary potentloaeter setting = .3367 x 5.2_ .
into a _ain of I0 on Amp A_. 5
.o35_
e) Pltchin_ Mcnemt Coefficient Due to Pitch Rate (C,aQ)
Two values of C_<_ were simulated; -2._ which was the basic
value, and -_.8
The C_ 9 of -_.8 was obtained by switching an additional input
fro_ _ into Amp A_ through an auxiliary potentiometer.
The setting of this potentioneter was calculated fro_:
_e_ (C_ . -_._) . -._l_ n_ SUTZ
geq,(C,_q_ = -_.8) = .3015 from BLITZ
difference = .3015 + .2162 = .5187
Output scaling is 5.25 _e and input is
Auxiliary potentl_eter settinE =
into a _atn of 10 on Amp A_.
.5187 x 5.25 - .2718
The following figures show the two auxiliary circuits as they
were set up to effect these changes:
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2.0 BLITZ _OGRAMRESUL_
The following section contains the BLITZ Program results that were
used for the simulation and an explanation of the BLITZ sheets.
2.1 EXI_2_TION OF BLITZ SHEETS
Each confi_ration has two BLITZ sheets• The first sheet contains
the primary inputs to the program and the results of the intermediate
calculations• Tables B1 and B2 give the correlation between the
symbols used in the text and the symbols used on the BLITZ sheets.
Since the BLITZ Program was designed to be versatile, the BLITZ
sheets contain many symbols which are either not applicable or trove
a numerical value of zero• These symbols bare been omitted from
Tables B1 and B2. The second BLITZ sheet contains additional inputs
such as the scale factors of the variables and are self-explanatory
(e.g., EDA is the scale factor for /_ ). It also contains a dupli-
cate list of the unscaled A.L.T. Matrix _ains which are used as
inputs for the final set of calculations.
The last list on the second sheet contains the scaled A.L.T. Matrix
gains arranged opposite the potentiometer number which is used to
achieve this gain and the amplifier which it feeds (e.g., P_A_
means Potentiometer 6_ feeding Amplifier _). It should be noted
that the value given is the product of the potentiometer setting
and the input gain that is used for that particular input.
it should _'-'_-- be _^+.A +h.+ _h. _4n= nf the inputs to AwDlifier
81 were calculated for an output of 2 , whereas'the co_ter
was actually mechanized for _ so the numbers used were half those
given on the BLITZ sheet.
All the numerical values are given in a base number _tiplied by
i0 raised to some power (e.g., A.5OOOOOE 05 - 1.5 x I0 - 150,000.
or -7.4900000E-02 - -7.49 x i0 "_ - -.O749).
The first line on each sheet gives the date, reference axis (body
or stability), longitudinal confi_x_tion, lateral-directional con-
figuration and page number which is irrelevant for the purpose of
this document and can be ignored•
The following e_mples illustrate the interpretation of this informa-
tion:
• Date - This is the date on which the BLITZ run was made (e.g.,
z• o65s ol - lZ/lO/65).
• AMESLT 1.200000E OOis a code for the axis in which the calculation
is made (e.g., I.IOOOOOE OO means body axis and i.200OOOE _ means
stability axis )•
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EXPIAHATION OF BLITZ SRRETS (Continued)
LONGAX I.OIIO00E _ is a code for the longitudinal configuration
number. The first three digits correspond to the number and the
fourth digit is a numerical representation of a l_tter (e.g.,
1.OllOOE 02 means ConfiGuration IO1A and 1.232000E 02 _ans
Configuration 123B).
IADIAX 1.20900QE 02 is a siELlar code for the lateral directional
configuration nulber (e.g., 1.209000E 03 means Configuration 1209
and 1.207100E 03 means Configuration 1207A).
2.2 BLITZ OUTPUT SHEETS FOR VAR.T.A'_OHS SI/_JIATED
The following BLITZ output sheets contain values for both the longi-
tudinal and lateral-directional axes.
The sheets shoving the lateral-directional variations all have
the same longitudinal values (Long. 101A) and the sheets showing the
longitudinal variations all have the same lateral-directional values
(Lat. 1209). On every sheet the values that vary from the basic are
underlined. Those longitudinal sheets that have two longitudinal
variations (e.g., 101A and 105A) are valid for both the variations,
the only difference between the two being the elevator to column
gearing _£/_coa which does not show up on the BLITZ output.
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APPENDIX C - AIRPLANE ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC POWER CONTROL UNITS
The 367-80 airplane is equipped with electro-hydraulic power control
units on the following controls: Left hand elevator, right hand
elevator, spoilers, rudder, aileron, lateral control system (spoiler
drive PCU).
In addition, the t_rust reversers are controlled by an electric servo
system which drives the reverser levers which in turn control the clam
shell hydraulic actuators.
During the -80 variable stability programs, the electro-hydraulic actuators
are utilized to accept signals from the airborne computer and drive the
-80 control surfaces to perform the dynamics of the simulated airplane.
For this we nave 5 degree of freedom control, the pitching equation by
elevator, the roll equation by wheel (lateral control), the drag equation
oy thrust reverser modulation, the yawing moment equation by rudder, and
the lift equation by spoilers. For each of the aforementioned systems,
this appendix contains a block diagram, transient response, frequency
response, the linearized transfer functions, surface rate limits, and
displacement limits. Also, the hysteresis of the lateral control system
is included.
In summarizing, the 367-80 is equipped with the electro-hydraulic actuators
on each controlled axes except thrust reversers, the dynamics of which are
very good and the frequency response entirely sufficient for use in a
variable stability control system.
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